American Boxer Club, Inc.
Friday, August 18, 2000
Held at Executive Inn
Fife, WA

Boxer Mr. A Berrios

Breed Winners
Best of CH Storybooks Rip It Up (D), K Robbins/C Robbins
Best of CH Berlane's Wish Upon A Star (B), S Berry/R Berry
Best of Dorado's Given To Fly Mephisto (B), P Yeadon

Opposite Sex
Best of Winners

Winners
Raintree's Case Closed D Dye/P Dye

Dog
Draymia's Dances With Box-Sin C Stevens

Winner Dog
Dorado's Given To Fly Mephisto P Yeadon

Bitch
Vihabra's U-Bet Claim Jumper V Bradley/J Ingram

Winner Bitch

Dogs

Puppy 6 - 9 Mos. BRDL

1 Berlane's High Voltage S Berry/R Berry
2 Tenebo's Jet Set Ace M Laporte/S Turnidge
3 Maywoods Rite Of Shelterwood M Johnson
4 Vannassau's User Friendly

Puppy 6 - 9 Mos. FN

1 Bentbrook's Time To Ascend B Carroll/L Jansson
2 Windyhill Second Amendment D Haas/M Haas

Puppy 9 - 12 Mos. BRDL

1 Topaz' Liaison At Hitide C Latorre/P Shaffer
2 Rosend's Satchmo L Yon
3 Lattalane's Neverending Story T Latta/C Latta
4 Avalon's Baccarat Of Victory A Gates

Puppy 9 - 12 Mos. FN

1 Jems-Rosend's Jamin Uptown D Emmons/R Sayler
2 Zandel's Tip A Few Z Sheaffer/D Sheaffer
3 Artistry's Dream Chaser A Francoline/L Miller
4 D-Box's Willy Or Won't He K Dodge

12 - 18 Mos. BRDL

1 Cherkei's Shakin Up Reimroc R Cormier/S Cormier
2 Renegade's Sign Of The Times C Stevens/Z Zachow
3 Di Bella's Blackmail T Butler
4 Hallmarks Blackberry G Steele

12 - 18 Mos. FN
1 R And G's Urban Cowboy  G Jones
2 Denbar's Millenial Dream Warrior  A Clark/D Vickers
3 Mich-La-Chen's Happyanunoit  M Cheney/J Cheney
4 Trifecta's Privategold Dornlea  K Churchill/P Russell

**Bred By Exhibitor**
1 Box-Sin's Yuletide Of KJ  S Sinclair-Wood/D White/J White
2 Cut To The Chase
3 U-Bet Firestorm  J Ingram

**American Bred BRDL**
1 Mayas Wizardry Of Cayman  T Grant
2 Ellen's Alley Jems Ruckus  K Churchill/D Emmons/S Fraser/R Sayler
3 Denbar's Millennial Rocknroll King  G Bates/A Clark
4 Jems Wind Walker Dornlea  V Anderson/D Emmons/R Sayler

**American Bred FN**
1 Encore's Sheridan  A Gomez/K Kurucz
2 Summit View's On The Road Again  L Memec
3 LRM Cosmic Rendezvous  L Middagh/K Middagh

**Open BRDL**
1 Raintree's Case Closed  D Dye/P Dye  W
2 LRM Cosmic Affair  R Giusto
3 Minstrel's Magnum Opus  K Nevius
4 Encore's Voyager  G Carano

**Open FN**
1 Draymia's Dances With Box-Sin  C Stevens  RW
2 Renee's Catch Ham If You Can  J Offinga/R Offinga
3 Emerald's Hot Rod  B Ellingson/R Emerson/S Neely
4 Strawberry's Deja Vu  B Voran/J Voran

**Bitches**
(63b 5 pts)

**Puppy 6 - 9 Mos. BRDL**
1 Shadows Puttin On The Ritz  V Anderson/S Johnson
2 Vannassau's Dreams Come True  C Verhulst
3 Jems Pikachu  D Emmons/R Sayler

**Puppy 6 - 9 Mos. FN**
1 Cherkei Sunrise All Dolled Up  K Robbins/C Robbins
2 Denbar's Party Diva  P Gonzales
3 Gemstones Tanzanite Treasure  S Purdin
4 Bentbrook's Barter For Roses

**Puppy 9 - 12 Mos. BRDL**
1 Renno's Rave About Me  H Renno
2 Eedee-K's Wish For Luck  E Engel
3 Toprank's Rare Flaire

**Puppy 9 - 12 Mos. FN**
1 Sassy's Texas Star Of Cayman  K Anderson/S Brown
12 - 18 Mos. BRDL
1 Reo's Timeless Mon Ami  S Baird/M Boudreau
2 R And G's High Sierra  H Plant
3 Cherkei Mix It Up  K Hutchinson/S Hutchinson
4 Heart Acres Night Raven  P Kilman/J Kilman

12 - 18 Mos. FN
1 Bayview Heartstop'n Icon  T Little/C Little/D Little
2 Ellen's Alley Pekoe  B Hicks-Reudink
3 Shar-Iv Crystal Chandelier  I Reek/S Reek/H Renno
4 Cherkei's Tillandsia  K George

Bred By Exhibitor
1 Draymia's Wind Dancer  S Sinclair-Wood/C Stevens
2 Kj's Maren Mistletoe Ofbox-Sin  D Dodge/G Dodge/K Dodge
3 Shadowbox's Wish Upon A Star  T Houck/J Houck

American Bred BRDL
1 Windyhill Steel Magnolia  D Haas/M Haas
2 Ellen's Alley Jems Ripple  K Churchill/D Emmons/S Fraser/R Sayler
3 Breho E Z Gloree Bee  A Parker/B Stuckey
4 Shadow's Double Shot  D Emmons/R Sayler

American Bred FN
1 Classic Promise Me Rainbows  K Amundson/D Amundson

Open BRDL
1 Dorado's Given To Fly Mephisto  P Yeadon  BW, W
2 Emerald's Wild Irish Rose  R Emerson/S Neely
3 Jems Razin Cane  D Emmons/T Mertz/R Sayler
4 Reward's Free N Easy Vierra  J Bettis/W Bettis/S Jackson/J Vierra

Open FN
1 Vihabra's U-Bet Claim Jumper  V Bradley/J Ingram  RW
2 Summitview's Tinder Box NA  D Betts/L Nemec
3 Strawberry's High Cherkei  K Carter/S Carter
4 Renno's Angel With Attitude  J Hutchins/H Renno

Non-Reg Veteran, Dogs
1 CH Draymia's Total Package CD  C Stevens

Non-Reg Veteran, Bitches
1 CH Encore's Tres Cher  C Cates
2 CH Pengallis Salute To The Legacy  M Lewis/G Lewis
3 CH Draymia's Shimmering Surprise  C Stevens